PAIRIN is a social enterprise company who is making education more relevant through a commitment to measuring and developing the soft skills that are 75% of what makes an individual successful. One of the tools PAIRIN provides to educators is our curriculum training which is delivered in a train-the-trainer model, enabling teachers to effectively teach the lessons to their students.

PAIRIN’s face-to-face curriculum resources are organized into 54 modules, each one addressing a different foundational noncognitive skill measured by The PAIRIN Survey.

Four Instructional Cornerstones of the PAIRIN Skills Curriculum

- Competency-Based Learning: A model of education in which students must demonstrate proficiency in explicit, measurable, transferable competencies.
- Backwards Design: A framework of instructional design in which educators design learning backwards from intended learning outcomes.
- Gradual Release of Responsibility: An instructional model in which ownership of learning is released from teacher to students in small increments until students are fully responsible for it.
- Performance Assessment: A method of assessment in which students demonstrate what they have learned in authentic contexts, through performances which require them to transfer learning to a novel situation.
It is widely recognized that students need more than academic knowledge to be successful later in life, especially in our diverse, ever-changing global landscape. Soft skills like Grit, Empathy, Critical Thinking, Problem Solving and Self-Confidence are essential to success.
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PAIRIN offers two training pathways:

STANDALONE IMPLEMENTATION
Skill lessons are taught in isolation, not in the context of a subject area, such as during an advisory period.

Includes four training sessions which can be separate or bundled together:
What are Essential Skills?
Curriculum Overview
Skill-Specific Curriculum Demo
Performance Assessment
Setting the Stage for SEL
Implementation Recommendations

TOTAL: 8 hour / 1 full day

INTEGRATED IMPLEMENTATION
Skill lessons are taught in subject area classrooms, integrated into the subject area using PAIRIN’s integration framework.

Includes all the sessions from the Standalone Implementation, PLUS:
Methodology Overview
Methodology In-Depth

TOTAL: 1 full day + 5.5 hours

For more information...
Visit PAIRIN.COM or email INFO@PAIRIN.COM with any questions.